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The importance of the notion of symmetry for modem mathematics can hardly 
be overstated. Symmetry considerations have permeated nearly every branch of 
the subject from number theory and algebra to geometry, function theory, and the 
theory of differential equations, and many of the by-products of this burgeoning 
activity have found fruitful application in fields like crystallography, mechanics, 
and the physics of elementary particles. As the author aptly remarks in the fore- 
word to this volume: “. . . of all the general scientific ideas which arose in the 
nineteenth century and were inherited by our century, none (has) contributed so 
much to the intellectual atmosphere of our time as the idea of symmetry.” What 
Yaglom has in mind, of course, is the mathematical treatment of objects which 
exhibit symmetry by means of a variety of algebraic tools that were developed 
over the course of the 19th century, the most important of these being the notion 
of a group. His book is, in fact, best described as an elementary account of various 
developments in geometry and group theory that culminated with Klein’s 
“Erlangen Program” and Lie’s fundamental work in the theory of Lie groups and 
Lie algebras. (For a more technical treatment, the reader might consult D. H. 
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Sattinger and 0. L. Weaver, Lie Groups and Algebras with Applications to Phys- 
ics, Geometry, and Mechanics, Springer, 1986.) 
As a popular introduction to this fascinating subject, the book has many com- 
mendable features. Its lively, fast-paced style makes for enjoyable reading, and 
the mathematical exposition is generally very lucid with thoughtful, well-chosen 
examples. For example, the connection between geometrical symmetry and the 
Galois group of a quintic equation is nicely illustrated in Chapter 1, which dis- 
cusses the achievements of Lagrange, Ruffini, Abel, and Galois. Yaglom also 
succeeds in conveying the essential ingredients which distinguish a Lie group 
from its associated Lie algebra and in explaining how these structures are related 
to work of Cayley, Hamilton, and Grassmann on n-dimensional spaces and hyper- 
complex number systems. His most penetrating remarks, however, are generally 
reserved for the supplementary notes, which fill nearly as much space as the text 
itself (100 of the 237 pages). Here one finds allusions to the work of Lie’s many 
followers in Germany-Friedrich Engel, Wilhelm Killing, Eduard Study, Fried- 
rich Schur, et al .-and other major figures like Elie Cartan, Hermann Weyl, and 
the Bourbaki mathematicians. 
Unfortunately, however, the merits of Yaglom’s study are far outweighed by its 
obvious deficiencies when judged as a contribution to historical scholarship. For 
although there are passing references to standard works like Kline’s Mathemati- 
cal Thought from Ancient to Modern Times or Wussing’s The Genesis of the 
Abstract Group Concept, these are the exception rather than the rule. More often 
than not, the author relies on obsolete or dated sources (e.g., E. T. Bell’s Men of 
Mathematics), and in most instances it is simply impossible to determine the 
source(s) he has used as a basis for his information. Indeed, his often idiosyncratic 
reflections on the major figures discussed in this book would appear to be based on 
a combination of folklore, conjecture, and a superficial reading of (sometimes 
notoriously unreliable) secondary works. Errors of fact or interpretation abound 
on nearly every page, and the author himself even feels obliged to straighten the 
record out from time to time by correcting his own oversimplified statements 
through clarifications that appear in the notes. 
The book’s biographical information is particularly unreliable. Consider, for 
example, the following remarks pertaining to Lie and Klein from Chapter 2, 
entitled “Jordan’s Pupils”: “ They had finished their university studies [in Berlin] 
and had come to Paris to enlarge their vision and begin independent 
research. . . . Their position was that of (Camille) Jordan’s postgraduate stu- 
dents, and they proved to be fine pupils indeed” (p. 22). This makes a nice story, 
of course, as Jordan, the leading heir to Galois’s legacy, had just finished writing 
his massive Traits’ des substitutions et des kquations alge’briques. The problem is 
that by no stretch of the imagination can Lie and Klein properly be called students 
of Jordan. It is well known that they met him during their stay in Paris in the spring 
of 1870 and that they became familiar with his Trait& at that time. Whether or not 
they actually studied it carefully is another matter, and its actual influence on 
them is certainly debatable. But be that as it may, the facts surrounding their 
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meeting with Jordan are simply these: Klein already held a doctorate before 
coming to Berlin, whereas Lie only completed his the following year, after his 
return to Norway. And although both certainly hoped to widen their horizons 
while in Paris, they had no formal affiliation with any institution or person during 
their brief stay there. 
Indeed, their contact with the leading Parisian mathematicians was rather lim- 
ited, and of those they did meet Darboux, and not Jordan, was certainly the one 
who influenced them most (not that they would have acknowledged him, anymore 
than Jordan, as their “teacher”). Yaglom mentions Darboux’s impact in general 
terms, but fails to give any concrete hints of what Klein and Lie learned from him. 
Nor does he say anything about the central geometrical ideas that preoccupied 
their attention during this visit and the months that followed: Lie’s line-to-sphere 
transformation and its application to the asymptotic curves of surfaces, the Kum- 
mer surface, and various connections between German line geometry and the 
sphere geometry developed by Darboux, Moutard, and the French school of 
anallagmaticians .
Regarding Klein’s “Erlangen Program,” Yaglom writes: 
In Germany at that time a prospective professor was required to deliver a public lecture to the 
Academic Board of the university on a subject chosen by the candidate himself. The decision 
whether to offset the post to the candidate was made after the lecture was discussed. The 
twenty-three-year-old Klein chose as his subject a Comparative review of recent research in 
geometry (iust as, in a similar situation, eighteen years before, Kiemann had spoken On the 
hypotheses that lie at the foundations of geometry). . . . The lecture soon became known as 
The Erlangen Program, a title which underscores both the broad vistas opened by Klein for 
further progress in geometry and his clear standpoint. It greatly enhanced the author’s pres- 
tige. (p. 129) 
As I have pointed out elsewhere (“A Forgotten Chapter in the History of Felix 
Klein’s ‘Erlanger Programm, ’ “H&f lO(4) (1983), 448-454) several leading au- 
thorities have made the mistake of identifying Klein’s speech with his “Erlangen 
Program,” despite the fact that Klein himself clearly distinguishes between the 
two in the notes that accompany his collected works. In this passage, however, 
Yaglom finds several ways to embellish on this standard error. First, it should be 
emphasized that such inaugural lectures (“Antrittsreden”) were a purely formal 
requirement that had nothing to do with determining whether a candidate was 
suitable for an academic post. Only after the candidate was formally appointed 
would he be asked to deliver such an address. Second, the requirement that he 
also submit a written “Programm” was peculiar to Erlangen; elsewhere a newly 
appointed Ordinarius simply held an “Antrittsrede.” Thus Klein’s “Erlangen 
Program’: received its name not because of its programmatic content for geomet- 
rical research, but rather because it was a “Programm zum Eintritt in die philo- 
sophische Fakultat” at Erlangen. Riemann’s Hubilitationsuortrag was, of course, 
delivered under totally different circumstances, and Yaglom’s explicit comparison 
of the two cases (here and also on p. 61) only serves to muddy further these 
already muddied waters. Finally, his last remark about the enhanced reputation 
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Klein enjoyed following publication of the “Erlangen Program” in 1872 certainly 
stands in need of qualification (in this regard, cf. T. Hawkins, “The Erlanger 
Programm of Felix Klein: Reflections on Its Place in the History of Mathemat- 
ics,” HM 11(4)(1984), 442-470). 
Yaglom’s spicy interpretive remarks are, generally speaking, sound, although 
not always relevant. Does one wince or laugh when reading lines like: “(h)is 
appearance being so close to the type admired by the German Nazis, Lie might 
perhaps have been admired by Hitler but the sympathy would hardly have been 
mutual” (p. 150)? At times, however, he exhibits a tendency to engage in gross 
oversimplification. In connection with Riemann’s famous Habilitationsuortrug, 
for example, he writes that Riemann “was a direct predecessor of Albert Einstein, 
whose ‘general theory of relativity’ is wholly based on Riemann’s ideas” (p. 61). 
But then on the page following he adds that “Riemann’s ideas were truly appreci- 
ated only after they were revised by the outstanding twentieth-century mathemati- 
cian Hermann Weyl and by Albert Einstein.” Since these revisions were only 
presented some 4 years after Einstein had set forth his general theory, it would 
seem Yaglom is saying that when Weyl pointed out the connection between 
Riemann’s ideas and modern tensor analysis in 1919, he was merely revealing that 
Riemann had anticipated the central mathematical features of Einstein’s theory! 
He further notes that Einstein gave a detailed account of Riemann’s ideas in his 
1916 memoir Grundlagen der allgemeinen Relativitiitstheorie, conjecturing that 
“this reflected the influence of Weyl, Einstein’s colleague . . . in Zurich in 1913- 
1914.” Historians of physics have taken considerable pains to correct the impres- 
sion left by Sir Edmund Whittaker, who wrote about the (special) “relativity 
theory” of Lorentz and Poincare. Surely it would be just as futile for historians of 
mathematics to discuss which elements of Einstein’s general theory can already 
be found in Riemann’s posthumously published lecture. 
Some of Yaglom’s remarks about Lie’s work leave this reviewer simply baflled. 
Lie himself acknowledged the fact that he was a horribly muddled writer, and 
anyone who has struggled with his collected works will surely concur with this 
opinion. Yaglom, on the other hand, describes his style as “leisurely and pol- 
ished,” adding that “(h)e carefully set down details and provided many exam- 
ples” (p. 127). One might be tempted to conclude that these words were meant to 
characterize the textbooks prepared by Lie’s student, Georg Scheffers, but about 
these (and the 3-volume Theorie der Trunsformationsgruppen prepared by Engel) 
Yaglom writes: “The striking similarities of language, and even of style, of all six 
books and of Lie’s papers suggest that in all cases he was the chief writer, or that 
his influence was so great that it even determined the style of the writing” (p. 128). 
In fact, there is no reason to believe that Lie wrote anything beyond the preface to 
these books, which differ markedly in style from each other (depending on 
whether they were written by Scheffers or by Engel) and contrast sharply with 
Lie’s own works (some of which were composed by Klein or heavily revised by 
Adolf Mayer). As for Yaglom’s assertion that all of Lie’s work “centered around 
one subject-the theory of transformation groups,” this is certainly belied by the 
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contents of his Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Moreover, it is well known that Lie’s 
interest in continuous groups grew out of an intense preoccupation with a new 
geometrical approach to the theory of ordinary and partial differential equations. 
These weaknesses reflect many of the standard problems that arise when math- 
ematicians undertake historical studies of their discipline. In the present case, the 
author clearly has a solid grasp of the mathematics under discussion and consider- 
able insight into the modern developments that have grown up out of them. What 
is lacking here, however, is historical sensibility, and without that the history of 
mathematics can never be more than a playground for anecdotes, tall tales, and a 
fundamentally ahistorical interest in mathematics as a collection of disembodied 
ideas. 
Riemann, Topology, and Physics. By Michael Monastyrsky. Boston, Basel, Stutt- 
gart (Birkhauser). 1987. xiii + 158 pp. 
Reviewed by John McCleary 
Department of Mathematics, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601 
Universally acknowledged as one of the greatest mathematicians of the nine- 
teenth century, Riemann has become something of a household word for the 
working mathematician. The influence he exerted on many branches of mathemat- 
ics is apparent in the terminology-Riemann surfaces, Riemannian manifolds, the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations, the Riemann integral, the Riemann zeta function, 
the Riemann-Roth theorem, and so on. The evident questions to ask are those 
asked of any great thinker-who was he? what kind of life did he lead? how did he 
come upon his great ideas? what has been the fate of his work? 
Monastyrsky’s book answers these questions but in a somewhat unusual man- 
ner-it is not meant to be a unified text, and offers two essays, different in 
intention and tone, which are related by certain underlying themes. The first essay 
is a translation of the first Russian language biography of Riemann, written on the 
occasion of the 150th anniversary of Riemann’s birth. The second treats the 
modem interaction of physics and mathematics; in particular, those topics where 
topology is applied. No effort has been made to bring the essays together, but the 
wisdom of the publisher is still perceived. The body of work left by Riemann 
points in two directions-the introduction of the underlying geometric and topo- 
logical structures in analysis, and the application of such global methods to the 
physical world. Clearly, he would have read the second essay with great relish. 
The historical essay on Riemann’s life and work is short and well-written. The 
level of detail and scholarship, however, does not go beyond that found in Bell or 
in Dedekind’s LebensZauf(found in Riemann’s collected works). As an introduc- 
tion to this great thinker and his ideas, the essay serves the casual reader well. The 
comments on the difficult reception of Riemann’s ideas, based on the then un- 
